TESTIMONIALS
For Michael Reading Charts and Explanations
By Shepherd Hoodwin
The Michael teachings have been of the greatest importance to me. Having the overview of the
whole universe and of my personality specifically has been so liberating. I’ve spent most of my
life trying to make myself conform to other people’s ideals (and feeling extremely strange for
not accomplishing it). The teachings have helped me understand and be more accepting of
myself and everyone else. I’ve seen this same thing happen to virtually everyone who has
gotten his Michael Reading chart from you and has read about the teachings. I love it. I thank
you eternally for your work.
The Michael Reading charts you channeled on my children were very informative and eyeopening for me. They shed light on their behaviors and helped me immensely. Thanks so much,
Shepherd. I feel that you’re performing a really invaluable service for people.
My love and thanks go out to you and Michael for the last batch of charts you did for me. How I
wish I had had the charts of my parents for the last forty years. I visited them a couple of weeks
ago, and by keeping their overleaves, etc., in mind, our visit was totally free of a long list of
habitual conflicts that have eroded our relationships for many years.
I read Messages from Michael ten years ago and viewed the information as an excellent tool.
However, I lost interest after a while due to being unable to identify the role and overleaves of
myself and others with any certainty. When I heard about you and had my Michael chart
channeled, self-understanding began to dawn: I’m not strange or unmotivated. I am simply a
typical sixth-level old scholar doing what sixth-level old scholars do! As I shared my newfound
enthusiasm with others, they too became interested in the Michael material and ordered their
charts. Pretty soon, we were all comparing notes, so starting a Michael discussion group seems
like exactly the thing to do!
Discovering the Michael teachings was a turning point in my life. They gave me a framework on
which everything I knew fit neatly into place. I’m constantly learning more and, as of yet, it still
holds it all together beautifully.
Thank you for the wonderful work that you do.
You did a chart for me and my husband. It’s been fascinatingly wonderful, to say the least. It has
given us a deeper clarity and understanding of the people we are! Thank you, thank you!!
The charts I’ve received from you keep sharing their insights month after month as I revisit
them. Mine continues to provide illumination of my obstacles to help me in my shadow work
and meditative reviews.

The chart confirmed a lot of things and has given me a better understanding about myself and
why I do what I do. I’m very grateful for everything you’ve done to help me. This world is a
brighter place because you’re in it.✨
Amazon recommended your books to me based on my other purchases. I’m SO grateful that
they did!
I tend to utter “been there, done that” with some frequency—not that much trips my trigger
anymore. However, studying the Michael teachings, especially viewed through the lens of the
family members’ charts that you channeled for me, makes my molecules motate! Thank you,
Shepherd, for sharing your gift with those of us needing a peek behind the wizard’s curtain.😉
It’s really uncanny how accurate the chart is, and I already have several requests from family
members for theirs.
OMG, I just read his chart. You cannot BELIEVE how accurate it is. (Well, I’m guessing you’ll
believe it. 😁) It’s like you’ve been living with him for 50 years. And he’s an older soul than I am.
Dammit. I wanted to lord over him. Actually, you’ve nailed all of them.
This stuff is amazing.
Thanks for enriching our lives with this invaluable information!
I woke up this morning to this beautiful gift! Thank you for your knowledge and for this chart.
You shed light on many of my personality and soul traits. I now better understand my life
choices, what has moved me into action, and most of all, where I’m now going. Reading your
book with my chart has given me a new level of understanding of myself.
I love you and your work. Thank you so much.
I thank you and Michael from the bottom of my heart for the overwhelming information. The
casting was especially an “eye-opener.”
When I found Journey of Your Soul, I read it practically in one sitting. My sister and brother
were visiting me. We were driving around and I was reading passages aloud. My brother drove
back to the bookstore and got himself a copy. I was mesmerized by the information, and I
requested my chart from Shepherd.
I cannot recommend Shepherd’s services for Michael charts and explanations enough, and his
other work is impeccable as well. There are very few people I let work on me, because my fields
are so finely tuned that they can be messed up by a practitioner who doesn’t know what
they’re doing. Shepherd is one of those few whom I trust absolutely. There is such a wealth of
information that can be used for inner work in everything he provides.

Thanks so much, you have no idea how much makes sense.🤣
It’s been so amazing having my chart to analyze. It explains so much! I was not a person who
believed in past lives, but after having my mother, grandmother, and sister’s charts—
everything is just so accurate. I’ve had to really pause and reassess my spiritual beliefs. Deeply
profound stuff.
I would like to thank you very much for your extremely valuable work. For a long time I had the
desire to incorporate chart information into my therapy practice. I thought it could explain and
illuminate a lot for some of my clients, as it helped me many years ago. And it has!
We are continually learning more about ourselves based on the charts you provided. It has
been so fun, helpful, and eye-opening. We are very grateful.
I greatly appreciate receiving this information. It has been so enlightening.
Many thanks for the channeling of my family members’ Michael charts. I have not yet
internalized everything, but what I can definitely say is: almost every role, goal, obstacle, and
attitude goes absolutely parallel with my feelings over the years. Many are things I never would
have dared to articulate, although I have long been perceiving them.
The explanations that you sent with the chart are very helpful. Thanks again! It is refreshing to
work with someone with integrity. Y♡U are a treasure, Shepherd❣ Thanks a million! 🤗
This is awesome!
Thank you for your amazing help here. Life changing!
I find myself through the help of your great work. It is more appreciated than I can express in
words.
Really stunning how accurate the charts are.
The charts are treasures of realization.
Maybe I’ll find something that seems off in the charts, but no error yet in sight!
Already, things make so much more sense. 🙌
The chart you got about me is excellent; even as my understanding gets finer about things, the
chart holds up.
Thanks again Shepherd. You are the best.

Thank you sooo much Shepherd :-)!
I’m sitting in my office right now and I’m about to fall outta my chair with all this excitement to
go through the charts.
Thank you for the charts. I am so grateful for them😊. Each time, I am so elated about how well
the data in the charts matches the people. And it helps me to perceive these people in a
broader spectrum. It also helps me to grow and expand in love.
Brilliant! Once again I think you absolutely nailed it here.
Thank you for the time and energy you put into our charts.
What a great tool for my new spiritual awakening!
It’s a birthday gift for my best friend because mine was so helpful!!!
As I spend time going into my chart, what I’m able to draw from it in conjunction with the
supporting material, your book, and your podcasts is amazing.
I feel a great joy through the deeper understanding and acceptance of myself.
I learned so much from my chart that I just ordered one for my friend.
The Michael chart helped me discern what has been hard for me to receive through my own
intuition and self-inquiry. While my own path has been aided much by the assimilation of
various roadmaps of the soul journey in the last twenty years, I find this specific experience
with the Michael chart quite unique in that it appears more and more spot-on, with deeper
overlaid self-search.
The information on the chart continues to unfold like a beautiful flower. The flower smells
sweet and brings me great joy.
The longer I work on the chart, the more knowledge I gain from it. Many points describe me
very well and I am really amazed that it works so well. Therefore, a big compliment to you and
Michael.
I am still amazed by the chart you did for me and want to say thank you so, so much. It actually
explains a lot and I can see aspects and moments of my life in a different light now.
I sent an overview of their chart to them. They were really happy and astonished how the
energies fit with them.

Regarding the chart of the German YouTuber: I’ve watched her several times in the last weeks
for relaxation, and I must say she was absolutely impossible for me to figure out as to what her
Michael traits could be. As a warrior with a discarnate priest essence twin, scholar casting, and
a frequency of 87, that’s a fascinating combination. I had to absorb her chart for some time to
really get the picture, but then I thought it fits better than anything I could ever have come up
with.
***
CHART EXPLANATIONS
Wow. Just Wow! This is deep beyond anything I could have imagined. I will be listening to the
workshop recordings with a clarified perspective now. Your books next. Thanks Shepherd, for
this invaluable piece in the multi-dimensional puzzle!
The Michael teachings and your expert guidance/facilitation have given both of us a perspective
that has allowed us to weather some sustained and potentially crushing life challenges. He
specifically has breached some terrific levels of understanding and the importance of staying in
the fight. I will be forever grateful to you for that.
I am still absorbing my chart and explanation, but so far it has been quite validating.
It was very informative and I greatly appreciated it. It was an accurate portrayal of myself and
showed me how multifaceted I am. I am new to this so the detail was very helpful! I don’t see
how it could be improved. Thank you for all your help!
I am completely taken away by my chart and explanation! Your explanation helped to
understand so much. I highlighted things that resonated with me, and a lot is highlighted LOL!

